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PREFACE
Dear Students,

The ‗Current Affairs‘ section is an integral part of any examination. This edition of Manthan has been developed by our
team to help you cover all the important events of the Week. This comprehensive bulletin will help you prepare the
section in a vivid manner. We hope that our sincere efforts will serve you in a better way to fulfill aspirations.

Happy Reading

Team CL
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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE
National

Lakshadweep moots proposal for shifting HC jurisdiction from Kerala to Karnataka


The Lakshadweep administration, which has been facing widespread protests from the islands‘ people over
some of its policies, has mooted a proposal to shift its legal jurisdiction from the Kerala High Court to the
Karnataka High Court, officials said.



The proposal was initiated by the administration after several litigations were moved before the Kerala
High Court against the decisions taken by the islands‘ new administrator Praful Khoda Patel. These
decisions included revising standard operating procedures for Covid appropriate behaviour, introduction of
the ―goonda act‖ and demolishing hutments of fishermen for widening of roads.



Article 241 states that Parliament may by law constitute a high court for a Union Territory or declare any
court in any such territory to be a high court for all or any of the purposes of this Constitution. At present
there are 25 high courts are there in India. There are 5 high courts which share more than one state or
union territory their jurisdiction.

Lakshadweep is a union territory of India. It is an archipelago of 36 islands in the Arabian sea, located 200 to 440
km off of the mainland‘s southwestern coast. Kavaratti serves as the capital of the Union Territory and the region
comes under the jurisdiction of Kerala High Court. The islands are the northernmost of the Lakshadweep–
Maldives–Chagos group of islands, which are the tops of a vast undersea mountain range, the ChagosLakshadweep Ridge. The Lakshadweep consisted of 36 islands. But currently there are 35 islands, as the Parali
1 Island submerged in water due to sea erosion. Praful Khoda Patel is currently the Administrator of Union
Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu and Union Territory of Lakshadweep. The Nine
Degree Channel is a channel in the Indian Ocean between the Laccadive Islands of Kalpeni and Suheli Par, and
Maliku Atoll.

India ranks 168th on Environmental Performance Index


India has ranked 168th out of 180 countries in the 2020 Environmental Performance Index (EPI), according
to researchers at Yale and Columbia universities, who say India‘s decarbonization agenda needs to
accelerate, and the country faces a number of serious environmental health risks, including poor air quality.



In the 2020 EPI - a biennial scorecard of national results on a range of sustainability issues - Denmark has
ranked first in the world, followed by Luxembourg, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, France, Austria,
Finland, Sweden, Norway and Germany in the top 10 countries. While Japan has ranked 12th, the United States
of America ranks 24th, and China stands at 120th.



According to the researchers, high-scoring countries generally exhibit long-standing commitments and carefully
constructed programs to protect public health, conserve natural resources, and reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. India comes in near the bottom of the global rankings at 168th place worldwide, and only
Afghanistan (178th place) ranks below India in Southern Asia. Leading the region is Bhutan (107th), with
relatively high scores in biodiversity &amp; habitat protection. Sri Lanka (109 th) and Maldives (127th) round out
the top three countries in Southern Asia, followed by Pakistan (142 nd), Nepal (145th), and Bangladesh (162nd).
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The researchers say that India struggles to perform well on several of the 2020 EPI‘‘s environmental issue
categories. For air quality, India and Pakistan both rank at the very bottom of the 2020 EPI, at 179 th and
180th places, respectively. By comparison, low air quality also continues to plague China, although its recent
pollution controls and other environmental investments have helped it climb to 120th place in the EPI, 48 places
ahead of India‘‘s 168th overall ranking.

The Environmental Performance Index (EPI) is a method of quantifying and numerically marking the
environmental performance of a state‘s policies. This index was developed from the Pilot Environmental
Performance Index, first published in 2002, and designed to supplement the environmental targets set forth in the
United Nations Millennium Development Goals.

Assam Ranks 5th in Sustainable Development Index‘s Life on Land Category


Assam‘s Environment and Forest Department has emerged as a front-runner in the Life on Land category
of the 2020 edition of the Niti Aayog‘s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) India Index. The index for
SDGs, launched in 2018, evaluates the progress of states and union territories on social, economic, and
environmental parameters.



Among the 17 broad-based global SDG goals with 232 indicators, Assam ranks fifth in the category ―Life
on Land‖ with a composite score of 78 per cent, according to the Niti Aayog‘s report. Arunachal Pradesh tops
the list with a composite score of 93 per cent, followed by Madhya Pradesh 84 per cent, Odisha 83 per cent,
and Telangana 81 per cent.



On the forest plus tree cover as a percentage of the state‘s total geographical area, Assam has registered 37.91
per cent against the all-India average of 24.56 per cent, and under this indicator, it has exceeded the set
target of 33 per cent.



Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma said that the state has progressed to ―performer‖ category from the
―aspirant‖ category in the SDG India Index 2020-21. The SDG Index released by the Niti Aayog in 2021 has
ranked Assam as ―performer‖ with a score of 57 which is a marginal improvement of the previous index score
of 55 released in 2019.

Jagdish Mukhi is the current Governor of Assam and Assam is known for Assam tea and Assam silk. Dispur is
the capital of the state of Assam. Guwahati is the largest city of Assam and Northeastern India. Himanta Biswa
Sarma is current the Chief Minister of Assam. In 1874, on the formation of Assam as the Chief Commissioner‘s
Province, it was chosen as the headquarters of the new administration because of its convenient location between
the Brahmaputra and Surma valleys and more so because the climate of Shillong was much cooler than tropical
India. Shillong remained the capital of undivided Assam until the creation of the new state of Meghalaya on 21
January 1972, when Shillong became the capital of Meghalaya, and Assam moved its capital to Dispur in Guwahati.

Odisha CM announces special scheme to provide financial support to orphans


Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik announced a special scheme to provide financial support to the
orphans. The scheme named as ―Aashirbad‖, is meant to offer financial support to the orphan children,
who have lost either their parents, or either of the earning parents or the single parent.



Under the scheme, different slabs of financial support, the maximum being Rs. 2500 per month, have been
envisioned for such children in distress who been orphaned on or after the 1 st of April 2020.



In a bid to strengthen online mode of education amid the Covid-19 pandemic, the Odisha government launched
e-Pathshala and e-Mulyankana systems for students of Class I to X in the State.

The modern state of Odisha was established on 1 April 1936, as a province in British India. The ancient kingdom
of Kalinga, which was invaded by the Mauryan emperor Ashoka in 261 BCE resulting in the Kalinga War,
coincides with the borders of modern-day Odisha. Konark Sun Temple is a 13th-century CE sun temple at Konark
about 35 kilometres northeast from Puri on the coastline of Odisha, India. The temple is attributed to king
Narasimhadeva I of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty about 1250 CE. Ganeshi Lal is current Governor of Odisha.
Naveen Patnaik is the current and 14th Chief Minister of Odisha.
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Tamil Nadu CM inaugurates Minnagam consumer grievance redressal centre in Chennai


Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M.K.Stalin inaugurated Minnagam, a consumer grievance redressal centre in
Chennai. The State Government said that consumers of electricity in the State can report their grievances to
the Centre through mobile phone.



The centre will be functional 24 hours, to handle complaints. All the complaints would be passed on to the
related executive engineers in the districts. Action taken on every complaint would be in the Social media. It may
be noted that the State has over three crore ten lakh consumers of electricity.

Tamil Nadu lies in the southernmost part of the Indian subcontinent and is bordered by the union
territory of Puducherry and the South Indian states of Kerala, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh. Its capital and
largest city is Chennai. Its official language is Tamil, which is one of the longest-surviving classical languages in the
world. Banwarilal Purohit is the current Governor of Tamil Nadu.

―Jaan Hai To Jahaan Hai‖ campaign launched to create awareness on Corona vaccination


Union Minority Affairs Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi launched a nationwide ―Jaan Hai ToJ ahaan Hai‖
awareness campaign to create awareness on Corona vaccination in rural and remote areas of the country and
also to ―Crush and Curb‖ the rumours and apprehensions regarding the ongoing vaccination drive.



Launching the campaign from the Primary Health Centre Chamraua in Rampur, Uttar Pradesh, Naqvi
said that ―Hesitation to Vaccination is Corona Invitation‖. Naqvi said that the Ministry of Minority Affairs
along with various socio-educational organisations, NGOs and Women Self Help Groups have launched the
awareness campaign which will be organised across the country in the coming days.

India began administration of COVID-19 vaccines on 16 January 2021. As of 30 June 2021, India has administered
over 335 million doses overall, including first and second doses of the currently-approved vaccines. India initially
approved the Oxford–AstraZeneca vaccine (manufactured under license by Serum Institute of India under the
trade name Covishield) and Covaxin (a vaccine developed locally by Bharat Biotech). They have since been
joined by the Sputnik V (manufactured under license by Dr. Reddy‘s Laboratories) and Moderna vaccines, and
other vaccine candidates undergoing local clinical trials.

Indian naval ships participate in passage exercise with US Navy


Indian Naval Ships Kochi and Teg along with P8I and MiG 29K aircraft were participated in a Passage
Exercise with US Navy Carrier Strike Group Ronald Reagan during its transit through Indian Ocean
Region. The Indian Naval warships along with aircraft from Indian Navy and Indian Air Force were
engaged in joint multi-domain operations with the Carrier Strike Group.



The two-day exercise aims to strengthen bilateral relationship and cooperation by demonstrating the ability
to integrate and coordinate comprehensively in maritime operations. High tempo operations during the
exercise include advanced air defence exercises, cross deck helicopter operations and anti-submarine exercises.
The participating forces will hone their war-fighting skills and enhance their interoperability as an integrated force
to promote peace, security and stability in the maritime domain.

The Indian Navy is the naval branch of the Indian Armed Forces. The President of India is the Supreme
Commander of the Indian Navy. The Chief of Naval Staff, a four-star admiral, commands the navy.
Admiral Karambir Singh is the 24th and current Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS) of the Indian Navy.

Delhi-Jaipur stretch could be India‘s first e-highway by mid-2022


The Modi government is working towards rolling out a pilot project to construct electric highways in India.
Sources in the road ministry said the first stretch of e-highways is likely to be completed by mid-2022.



An electric highway or electric road recharges the batteries of vehicles driving on it. It is considered an
energy-efficient option and helps in reducing carbon footprint.



The first stretch where the government is considering rolling out the project is the 200 km-long DelhiJaipur highway on the Delhi-Mumbai Expressway, where 20 per cent of the roads will be electrified.
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EAM S Jaishankar calls for permanent & comprehensive ceasefire in Afghanistan at UN
Security Council


External Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar said it is crucial for international community to press for
permanent and comprehensive ceasefire in Afghanistan to ensure immediate reduction in violence and
protection of civilians.



Speaking at the UNSC Debate on UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, Dr Jaishankar said intra Afghan talks
have not resulted in a reduction of violence in Afghanistan. Dr Jaishankar reiterated India‘s support for an
inclusive, Afghan-led, Afghan-owned and Afghan-controlled peace process. The Minister said India is
committed to steadfastly supporting Afghanistan during its transition. He said the development partnership,
including over 550 community development projects covering 34 provinces, is aimed at making
Afghanistan a self-sustaining nation.

Afghanistan is a mountainous landlocked country at the crossroads of Central and South Asia. Afghanistan is
bordered by India and Pakistan to the east and south; Iran to the west; Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and
Tajikistan to the north; and China to the northeast. Kabul is the capital and largest city. Its population is around 32
million, composed mostly of ethnic Pashtuns, Tajiks, Hazaras, and Uzbeks. The afghani is the currency of the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Ashraf Ghani is serving as President of Afghanistan. He was first elected on 20
September 2014 and was re-elected in the 28 September 2019 presidential election.

Subrahmanyam Jaishankar is the current Minister of External Affairs of the Government of India since 31 May
2019. He is a member of the Bharatiya Janata Party and is a Member of Indian Parliament in the Rajya Sabha since
5 July 2019, representing Gujarat. He has previously served as the Foreign Secretary from January 2015 to
January 2018. He joined the Indian Foreign Service in 1977.

PM Narendra Modi interacted with participants of Toycathon-2021 via video conferencing


Prime Minister Narendra Modi interacted with participants of Toycathon-2021 via video conferencing.
Toycathon 2021 was jointly launched by the Ministry of Education, Women and Child Development
Ministry, Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Ministry, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal
Trade, Textile Ministry, Information and Broadcasting Ministry and all India Council for Technical Education
(AICTE).



It was launched to crowd-source innovative toys and games ideas. Around 1.2 lakh participants from across
India registered and submitted more than 17,000 ideas for the Toycathon 2021, out of which 1567 ideas have been
shortlisted for the three days online Toycathon Grand Finale which is being held from 22 nd June to 24th June.



Due to COVID-19 restrictions, this Grand Finale will have teams with digital toy ideas, while a separate
physical event will be organized for non-digital toy concepts. Toycathon-2021 is aimed at boosting the Toy
Industry in India to help it capture a wider share of the toy market.

The toys sector in India is fragmented with 90% of the market being unorganised whereas 4,000 toy
manufacturing units from the MSME sector, predominantly from locations such as New Delhi, Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and clusters across central Indian states. According to Invest India – the national
investment promotion and facilitation agency of India – the toys industry in India is estimated to be USD 1.5billion, making up 0.5% of global market share. However, almost 60% of this demand is met by imports.

International Day of Yoga celebrated across globe; PM Modi launches ‗WHO M-Yoga‘ App


The world observed the 7th International Day of Yoga. The main theme for this year is – ‗Yoga for
Wellness‘, which is aligned to the current pre-occupations.



The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) proclaimed 21 st June as the International Day of Yoga
(IDY) in their resolution adopted on 11th December 2014. Since 2015, the IDY has evolved into a mass
movement for health, around the world. Mr. Narendra Modi launched ‗WHO M-Yoga‘ App. This app will
provide many videos of Yoga training and practice based on common Yoga protocol in many languages.
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India‘s first maritime arbitration centre, coming up in Gandhinagar


The Gujarat Maritime University signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the International
Financial Services Centres Authority in GIFT City on June 21 to promote the Gujarat International
Maritime Arbitration Centre (GIMAC).



The GIMAC will be part of a maritime cluster that the Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB) is setting up in
GIFT City at Gandhinagar. This will be the first centre of its kind in the country that will manage
arbitration and mediation proceedings with disputes related to the maritime and shipping sector.



The idea is to create a world-class arbitration centre focused on maritime and shipping disputes that can help
resolve commercial and financial conflicts between entities having operations in India. The arbitration involving
Indian players is now heard at the Singapore Arbitration Centre. Globally, London is the preferred centre
for arbitration for the maritime and shipping sector.

The Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT City) is a business district near Ahmedabad in Gujarat,
India. It is India‘s first operational Greenfield smart city and international financial services centre, which the
Government of Gujarat promoted as a Greenfield project. The city is located on the banks of the Sabarmati River.

Government of India launched LiDAR survey reports to augment water in forest areas


Union Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar released LiDAR-based reports mapping out the water
requirement within forest areas in 10 states. These reports will be used to augment groundwater in forest areas
so that animals don‘t venture out in search of water.



The LiDAR (light detection and ranging) technology was used to create 3-D images of the project areas to
recommend soil and water conservation structures. The surveys were carried out at forest areas in Assam, Bihar,
Chhatisgarh, Goa, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur, Nagaland, and Tripura.



Javadekar said that the project, awarded to WAPCOS, a PSU under the Jal Shakti Ministry, is ―a first of its
kind and a unique experiment using LiDAR technology which will help augment water and fodder in
jungles areas thereby reducing human-animal conflict‖.

Lidar, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that uses light in the form of a
pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the Earth. These light pulses—combined with other data
recorded by the airborne system — generate precise, three-dimensional information about the shape of the Earth and its
surface characteristics.

Goa is the first rabies-free state in the country


The Chief Minister of Goa, Pramod Sawant said on June 23, 2021, that the state has not reported a single
rabies case in the last three years, making Goa the first rabies-free state in India. The task of rabies control
has been carried out by the Mission Rabies Project. It is being run through a Central Government grant.



According to the Chief Minister of Goa Pramod Sawant, the Mission Rabies Project has been doing a lot of work
with all the political leaders and panchayats. Because of the awareness created regarding rabies, the state
was able to achieve the target.



Rabies is a viral disease that causes inflammation of the brain in humans as well as in other mammals. Early
symptoms of the disease can include tingling at the site of the exposure and fever. Rabies is caused by
Iyssaviruses, including the Australian bat Iyssavirus and rabies virus and it is spread when an infected animal
scratches or bites a human or any other animal.

The Annexation of Goa was the process in which the Republic of India annexed the former Portuguese Indian
territories of Goa, Daman and Diu, starting with the armed action carried out by the Indian Armed Forces in
December 1961. In India, this action is referred to as the ―Liberation of Goa‖. In Portugal, it is referred to as the
―Invasion of Goa‖. The ―armed action‖ was code named Operation Vijay (meaning ―Victory‖) by the Indian
Armed Forces. It involved air, sea and land strikes for over 36 hours, and was a decisive victory for India, ending
451 years of rule by Portugal over its remaining exclaves in India. Following the end of Portuguese rule in 1961,
Goa was placed under military administration headed by Kunhiraman Palat Candeth as Lieutenant Governor.
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India Smart Cities Awards 2020: UP best smart state, Surat, Indore best cities


Uttar Pradesh was ranked the best State and Indore and Surat were jointly named the best cities by the
Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry for their work under the Smart Cities Mission. Among cities, Indore
and Surat were adjudged joint winners, and Chandigarh was ranked first among Union territories, the Union
ministry of housing and urban affairs said.



At a virtual event to mark the sixth anniversary of the launch of the Smart Cities Mission, the Atal Mission
for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) and the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Urban
(PMAY-U), the Ministry announced that Uttar Pradesh had been ranked one, Madhya Pradesh was second
and Tamil Nadu third in the India Smart Cities Awards 2020.



The Ministry said in a statement that 22% in terms of the total value of the projects proposed and 52% in terms of
the total number of projects proposed by the 100 Smart Cities had been completed so far.



National Smart Cities Mission is an urban renewal and retrofitting program by the Government of
India with the mission to develop smart cities across the country, making them citizen friendly and
sustainable. The Union Ministry of Urban Development is responsible for implementing the mission in
collaboration with the state governments of the respective cities. The mission initially included 100 cities, with
the deadline for completion of the projects set between 2019 and 2023.

―100 Smart Cities Mission‖ was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 25 June 2015. Each city will
create a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), headed by a full-time CEO, to implement the Smart Cities Mission.
Centre and state government will provide Rs.1,000 crore funding to the company, as equal contribution of Rs.500
crore each. The company has to raise additional funds from the financial marity. All cities from West Bengal have
withdrawn from the Smart Cities Mission.

INS Tabar deployed for naval exercises in Africa, Europe


Indian Naval Ship Tabar commenced her prolonged deployment on June 13. It will visit a number of ports
in Africa and Europe till the end of September. It will also participate in a number of joint exercises with
friendly navies. The ship will transit across the Gulf of Aden, Red Sea, Suez Canal, Mediterranean Sea,
North Sea and Baltic Sea while making port calls at Djibouti, Egypt, Italy, France, UK, Russia, Netherlands,
Morocco, and Arctic Council countries like Sweden and Norway.



During port visits, the ship is scheduled to participate in bilateral exercises like Ex Konkan with UK Royal
Navy, Ex Varuna with French Navy and Ex Indra with Russian Federation Navy, to strengthen military
relations, develop interoperability and project long-range sustenance.

Puducherry: Newly appointed five Ministers in N Rangaswamy Cabinet sworn-in at Raj Nivas


In the Union Territory of Puducherry, the newly appointed five Ministers in N Rangaswamy Cabinet were
sworn-in at a function held in Raj Nivas. Lieutenant Governor Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan administered
the oath of office to all the five Ministers - A. Namassivayam, Sai J Saravanan Kumar from BJP and K.
Lakshmi Narayanan, C.Djeacoumar and Mrs. Chandra Priyanka from All India NR Congress.



Now the total strength of the ministry is 6 including the Chief Minister. In the history of Puducherry, this is the
first time that BJP is a part of the Ministry. Puducherry got its first woman minister in the last 4 decades
with Chandira Priyanga sworn-in. Last time, during 1980-83, the late Congress leader Renuka Appadurai held
the Education portfolio in the DMK-led coalition ministry.

Puducherry, also known as Pondicherry is a union territory of India. It was formed out of four territories of
former French India, namely Pondichery (Pondicherry; now Puducherry), Karikal (Karaikal), Mahe and
Yanaon (Yanam), excluding Chandannagar. It is named after the largest district, Puducherry. Historically
known as Pondicherry, the territory changed its official name to Puducherry on 20 September 2006. The
territories of French India were completely transferred to the Republic of India de facto on 1 November 1954,
and de jure on 16 August 1962, when French India ceased to exist, becoming the present Indian constituent
union territory of Pondicherry
---------------A General Awareness Weekly, 2021
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International

Ebrahim Raisi secures landslide victory in Iran‘s presidential election


Ebrahim Raisi, a hardline judge under US sanctions for human rights abuses, secured a landslide victory
in Iran‘s presidential election. Turnout in four-man race was a record low of around 48 per cent.



The election of Ebrahim Raisi, already sanctioned by the US in part over his involvement in the mass
execution of thousands of political prisoners in 1988, became more of a coronation after his strongest
competition found themselves disqualified from running.

Iran also called Persia is a country in Western Asia and its capital is Tehran. The rial is the currency of Iran.
Hassan Rouhani is the current President and Sayyid Ali Hosseini Khamenei is the current Supreme Leader.
Ebrahim Raisi is the current President-elect of Iran and will assume office 3 August 2021.

Chile to begin drafting new constitution


Chilean President Sebastian Pinera has said the assembly to draft a new constitution will hold its first
session on July 4, as the South American country moves towards replacing its current conservative,
dictatorship-era charter.



The re-writing of the constitution is the result of a broad political consensus agreed to after the widespread
social protests that broke out at the end of 2019 against inequality. The 155-member drafting body will have to
balance a popular clamour for profound social change with the need to maintain a robust economy as it
rewrites the old constitution, which dates from the rule of Augusto Pinochet.

Chile is a country in western South America. It occupies a long, narrow strip of land between the Andes to the
east and the Pacific Ocean to the west. The country‘s capital and largest city is Santiago. The peso is the currency
of Chile.

Sweden‘s parliament ousts Prime Minister Stefan Lofven in no-confidence vote


Sweden‘s parliament ousted Prime Minister Stefan Lofven in a no-confidence vote giving the Social
Democrat leader a week to resign and hand the speaker the job of finding a new government, or call a snap
election.



The nationalist Sweden Democrats had seized the chance to call the vote after the formerly communist Left
Party withdrew support for the centre-left government over a plan to ease rent controls for new-build
apartments. The no-confidence motion, which required 175 votes in the 349-seat parliament to pass, was
supported by 181 lawmakers. Lofven, is the first Swedish Prime Minister to be ousted by a no-confidence
motion put forward by the opposition. A new government - or a caretaker administration - would sit only until
a parliamentary election scheduled for September next year.

Sweden is a Nordic country in Northern Europe. It borders Norway to the west and north, Finland to the east,
and is connected to Denmark in the southwest by a bridge-tunnel across the Oresund Strait. The capital and
largest city is Stockholm. The Nordic countries or the Nordics are a geographical and cultural region in Northern
Europe and the North Atlantic. The region includes the sovereign states of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, as well as the autonomous countries of the Faroe Islands and Greenland, which are both part of the
Kingdom of Denmark. The krona is the official currency of Sweden.
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Armenia‘s acting PM, Nikol Pashinyan and his Civil Contract Party win parliamentary election


Armenia‘s acting Prime Minister, Nikol Pashinyan, and his Civil Contract Party won a parliamentary
election with 53.92 per cent votes.



Pashinyan had earlier claimed victory in election based on preliminary results, with his party taking an early lead
over its closest challenger, the Armenia Alliance, led by former President Robert Kocharyan.

Armenia is a country in the South Caucasus region of Eurasia. The dram is the monetary unit of Armenia.
Yerevan is the capital and largest city of Armenia as well as one of the world‘s oldest continuously inhabited
cities. Nikol Pashinyan is currently serving as Prime Minister of Armenia.

India and Fiji sign MoU for cooperation in agriculture and allied sectors field


India and Fiji have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for cooperation in the field of
agriculture and allied sectors. It was signed by Union Minister for Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Narendra
Singh Tomar and Fiji‘s Minister of Agriculture, Waterways & Environment Dr. Mahendra Reddy in a virtual
meeting. The MoU provides for cooperation in the fields of Dairy Industry, Rice Industry, Root crop
diversification, Water Resources Management, Coconut Industry, Food Processing Industry, Agriculture
Mechanization, and Horticulture Industry.



It also provides for cooperation in the fields of Agricultural Research, Animal Husbandry, Pest and Disease,
Cultivation, Value Addition and Marketing, Post-Harvest and Milling, and Breeding and Agronomy.

Fiji, a country in the South Pacific, is an archipelago of more than 300 islands. It‘s famed for rugged landscapes,
palm-lined beaches and coral reefs with clear lagoons. Suva is the capital of Fiji, and its largest metropolitan city.
The Fijian dollar has been the currency of Fiji since 1969. George Konrote is the current President of it and
Frank Bainimarama is the current Prime Minister of Fiji.

China launches first bullet train in Tibet, close to Indian border


China operationalised its first fully electrified bullet train in the remote Himalayan region of Tibet,
connecting the provincial capital Lhasa with Nyingchi, a strategically located Tibetan border town close to
Arunachal Pradesh. The 435.5-km Lhasa-Nyingchi section of the Sichuan-Tibet Railway has been
inaugurated ahead of the centenary celebrations of the ruling Communist Party of China (CPC) on July 1.

China is a country in East Asia and the world‘s most populous country, with a population of around
1.404 billion. Beijing is the capital of China. Xi Jinping is serving as president of the People‘s Republic of China.
National People‘s Congress is the national legislature of the People‘s Republic of China. With 2,980 members in
2018, it is the largest parliamentary body in the world. China‘s currency yuan joins the International Monetary
Fund‘s basket of reserve currencies. The nine-dash line area claimed by the Republic of China, later the
People‘s Republic of China (PRC), which covers most of the South China Sea and overlaps with the exclusive
economic zone claims of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam.

INSTC connects Europe with India for first time


The western wing of the International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC), which offers a shorter
multimodal transportation route between Europe and India compared with the Suez Canal way, became
operational with a Finnish logistics company dispatching a consignment from Finland to India.



Despatched, the consignment will move through Russia, Azerbaijan and Iran and reach Mumbai in about 22 days
compared with 40 days taken via the Suez Canal and western European ports, ET has learnt.

The International North–South Transport Corridor (INSTC) is a 7,200-km-long [multi-mode network of ship,
rail, and road route for moving freight between India, Iran, Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Russia, Central Asia and
Europe. The route primarily involves moving freight from India, Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia via ship, rail and
road. The objective of the corridor is to increase trade connectivity between major cities such as Mumbai,
Moscow, Tehran, Baku, Bandar Abbas, Astrakhan, Bandar Anzali, etc.
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE

India is the fifth largest recipient of inflows in world with $64 billion FDI in 2020, says UN report


India received $64 billion in Foreign Direct Investment in 2020, the fifth-largest recipient of inflows in the
world, according to a UN report which said the COVID-19 second wave in the country weighs heavily on the
country‘s overall economic activities but its strong fundamentals provide optimism for the medium term.



The World Investment Report 2021 by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), released
said global FDI flows have been severely hit by the pandemic and they plunged by 35 percent in 2020 to $1
trillion from $1.5 trillion the previous year.



The report said in India, FDI increased 27 percent to $64 billion in 2020 from $51 billion in 2019, pushed up
by acquisitions in the information and communication technology (ICT) industry, making the country the
fifth-largest FDI recipient in the world.

‗FDI‘ or ‗Foreign Direct Investment‘ means investment through capital instruments by a person resident
outside India –in an unlisted Indian company or in ten per cent or more of the post-issue paid-up equity capital
on a fully diluted basis of a listed Indian company. In India, foreign investment can be made mainly under two
routes: Automatic Route: Under the Automatic Route, the non-resident investor or the Indian company does not
require any approval from Government of India for the investment. Reserve Bank of India is in charge of Automatic
Route. Government Approval Route: Under the Government Approval Route, prior to investment, approval from the
Government of India is required. A foreign direct investment (FDI) is an investment in the form of a controlling
ownership in a business in one country by an entity based in another country.

NTPC ranks 38 in ‗Great Place to Work‘ India ranking


State run NTPC Ltd has been ranked 38 in the Great Place to Work ranking this year. ―NTPC has been
recognised as a Great Place to Work for the 15th year in a row by the Great Place to Work Institute‖.



―NTPC is the only PSU to consistently feature in India‘s Top 50 Best Workplaces. This year NTPC ranked 38
up from 47 positions last year. It also won its first-ever recognition of India‘s Best Employers among NationBuilders 2021‖. The Maharatna Community and Public Sector Unit (CPSU) has once again featured in
India‘s top 50 ‗Best Workplaces‘. This year NTPC‘s position improved from 47th and is ranked 38th in the top 50.

NTPC Limited, formerly known as National Thermal Power Corporation Limited, is an Indian Central Public
Sector Undertaking, engaged in the business of generation of electricity and allied activities. It is a company
incorporated under the Companies Act 1956 and is owned by the Ministry of Power, Government of India. The
headquarters of the company is situated at New Delhi.

Sebi reconstitutes Takeover Panel


Markets regulator Sebi has reconstituted its Takeover Panel, which looks into the applications seeking
exemption from the mandatory open offer that an acquirer needs to make to minority shareholders. The
regulator has appointed N Venkatram MD and CEO, Deloitte India as the new member of the Takeover
Panel, latest update with Sebi showed.
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The panel, chaired by N K Sodhi, the former chief justice of the high court‘s of Karnataka and Kerala,
makes its recommendations to Sebi on such applications after which the regulator gives an opportunity to
concerned parties before passing an order.

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulatory body for securities and commodity market
in India under the jurisdiction of Ministry of Finance , Government of India. It was established on 12 April 1988 and
given Statutory Powers on 30 January 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992. SEBI has its headquarters at the
business district of Bandra Kurla Complex in Mumbai. Ajay Tyagi was appointed chairman on 10 February
2017, replacing U K Sinha, and took charge of the chairman office on 1 March 2017.

ADB approves USD 940 million for COVID-19 vaccines


The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved a loan package of USD 940 million for Bangladesh for
purchase of COVID-19 vaccines. The package consists of a concessional loan of USD 470 million and a
regular loan of the same amount.



The loan is part of the ADB‘s USD 9 billion Asia Pacific Vaccine Access Facility (APVAX) launched in
December 2020 to offer rapid and equitable vaccine-related support to developing countries.



The project will fund purchase of an estimated 44.7 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines to be administered
to more than 20 million Bangladeshis by 2024. The vaccines will be procured through COVAX programme,
UNICEF or bilateral agreement with vaccine manufacturers and distributors.

Asian Development Bank (ADB) is a regional development bank established on 19 December 1966, which is
headquartered in the Ortigas Center located in the city of Mandaluyong, Metro Manila, Philippines. Masatsugu
Asakawa, by career a Japanese civil servant, is the president of the Asian Development Bank. Asakawa, who took
office on 17 January 2020, is the 10th president of ADB.

World‘s First Green Rating System formulated for India‘s bullet train project


The world‘s first exclusive green rating system is formulated for the upcoming 508.17 km long MumbaiAhemdabad bullet train corridor - the country‘s first high speed rail project.



The Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) - formed by the industry body Confederation of Indian
Industry or CII, collaborated with the National High-Speed Rail Corporation Limited to undertake the
formulation of the green rating system for the high-speed rail corridor.



The green rating system will be a tool to enable the new bullet train corridor‘s stations, in a bid to apply
energy-efficient technology during the design and construction phase, according to NHSRCL - the special
purpose vehicle of the Railway Ministry to implement the bullet train project in India. The Mumbai-Ahemdabad
high-speed rail will be an eco-friendly mode of transport and is likely to reduce the dependence on the import
of crude oil.



The country‘s first bullet train corridor will be operated between Mumbai and Ahmedabad, covering a
total of 12 stations along the route. Once ready for services, the high-speed rail will operate at a speed of 320
km per hour and will be similar to Shinkansen or the Japan bullet train. It will cover the entire journey
between Maharashtra and Gujarat (including halts at all stations) in two hours and 57 minutes.

Mumbai–Ahmedabad High Speed Rail Corridor is an under-construction high-speed rail line connecting India‘s
economic hub Mumbai with the city of Ahmedabad. When completed, it will be India‘s first high-speed rail line.
India and Japan signed a MoU to undertake a joint feasibility study of the Mumbai–Ahmedabad route in New
Delhi in September 2013. This was in pursuance of the Joint Statement between the then-Prime Minister of India
Manmohan Singh and the Prime Minister of Japan Shinzo Abe on 29 May 2013, which provided that the two
sides would co-finance a joint feasibility study of the route. The objective of the joint study was to prepare a
feasibility report of the system with a speed of 300–350 km/h. The cost of the study (¥500 million) was borne
equally by India and Japan. JICA agreed to fund 81% of the total project cost ₹88,087 crore (US$12 billion),
through a 50-year loan at an interest rate of 0.1% with a moratorium on repayments up to 15 years and the
remaining cost will be borne by the state governments of Maharashtra and Gujarat. 20% of the components used
on the corridor will be supplied by Japan, and manufactured in India.
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Reliance Industries to invest in India‘s first carbon fibre plant


Reliance Industries is investing in India‘s first world-scale carbon fibre plant for supporting hydrogen and
solar ecosystems.



―Our new Green Vision also has immense benefits for our existing O 2C business. First, we will use solar
energy on an economically attractive basis to decarbonise our existing O 2C business and accelerate our
journey to become net carbon zero. Second, we will use Green Hydrogen and CO2 as raw materials to
develop a road map for new Green Chemicals, Green Fertiliser and e-fuels.



Third, we will commercialise with global partners our own world beating proprietary Multi-zone Catalytic
Cracking (MCC) Technology to optimise the fossil fuel transition to sustainable chemical and material building
blocks. Thus, we will transform our legacy business into sustainable, circular and net zero carbon materials
business. One that will provide growing returns over several decades,‖ said Mukesh Ambani, Chairman,
Reliance Industries.

Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) is an Indian conglomerate holding company headquartered in Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India. On 18 October 2007, Reliance Industries became the first Indian company to breach $100
billion market capitalization. On 10 September 2020, Reliance Industries became the first Indian company to
cross $200 billion in market capitalisation. It is also the highest income tax payer in the private sector in India.
Dhirubhai Ambani founded Reliance Industries in Bombay with his cousin. Mukesh Dhirubhai Ambani is the
current chairman, managing director, and largest shareholder of Reliance Industries Ltd. (RIL).

Alstom debuts the world‘s first hydrogen fuel cell passenger train in Poland


Alstom‘s Coradia iLint, the world‘s first hydrogen fuel cell passenger train, has made its debut on the
Railway Research Institute‘s test track in Żmigród, near Wrocław in Poland.



Over the course of two days, Alstom teams will present the train to a variety of local stakeholders – including
regional operators, transport authorities, government decision-makers and leading media – in order to highlight
the potential of the Coradia iLint for sustainable transport in Poland.



The showcase comes in the wake of the announcement of Poland‘s National Recovery Plan, which includes
provisions for the introduction of 30 low-emission trains for Polish regional operators by 2026.

A fuel cell uses the chemical energy of hydrogen or other fuels to cleanly and efficiently produce electricity. If
hydrogen is the fuel, the only products are electricity, water, and heat. Fuel cells are unique in terms of the variety
of their potential applications; they can use a wide range of fuels and feedstocks and can provide power for systems as
large as a utility power station and as small as a laptop computer. Fuel cells can be used in a wide range of
applications, providing power for applications across multiple sectors, including transportation,
industrial/commercial/residential buildings, and long-term energy storage for the grid in reversible systems.

IFSCA constitutes committee to examine global best practices in ship financing & leasing


International Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA) has constituted a committee to examine global
best practices in ship financing and leasing. This Committee will also identify opportunities and devise a
roadmap to enable such activities. The committee will be chaired by former Senior Economic Advisor,
Vandana Aggarwal.



India is strategically located on the world‘s shipping routes and has a large coastline of over seven thousand 500
kilometres. India also has 12 major and over 200 minor ports. According to the Ministry of Shipping, 95 per
cent of India‘s trading by volume and 70 per cent by value is done through maritime transport.

PharmEasy to acquire 66% stake in Thyrocare for over Rs 4,500 crore


Online pharmacy startup PharmEasy is acquiring a majority stake in diagnostics chain Thyrocare
Technologies as it looks to diversify and bolster its testing business.



PharmEasy parent API Holdings signed a definitive agreement to acquire a 66.1% stake in Thyrocare for Rs
4,546 crore, according to an exchange filing made, the first acquisition of a listed company by an Indian unicorn.
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Aramco chief to be first foreigner on RIL board


Reliance Industries (RIL) will appoint Yasir Al-Rumayyan, chairman of Saudi Aramco and governor of
the Kingdom‘s wealth fund, to its board as an independent director. He will be the first foreigner on the
company‘s board, which, according to Chairman Mukesh Ambani, will be the ―beginning of
internationalisation of Reliance‖.



Al-Rumayyan‘s appointment is a precursor to Aramco finalising its investment in RIL‘s oil-to-chemicals
(O2C) business. Two years ago, Ambani announced to RIL shareholders that Aramco will acquire a 20%
stake in RIL‘s O2C unit for $15 billion. As part of the deal, Aramco will get one seat on the board of RIL and
will have the right to appoint its executives in key managerial positions in the O 2C unit.

Saudi Aramco is a Saudi Arabian public petroleum and natural gas company based in Dhahran. As of 2020, it is
one of the largest companies in the world by revenue. Saudi Aramco has both the world‘s second-largest proven
crude oil reserves, at more than 270 billion barrels (43 billion cubic metres), and largest daily oil production of all
oil producing companies.

E-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal launched by law minister


Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad launched the e-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
(ITAT), ‗itat e-dwar‘. The newly developed e-filing portal would enable the parties to file their appeals,
miscellaneous applications, documents, paper books, etc., electronically.



The launch of e-filing portal ‗itat e-dwar‘ will enhance the accessibility, accountability and transparency in
the day to day working of the ITAT. It would not only result in economization of the use of paper, savings in
costs but also rationalisation of the fixation of cases leading to quicker disposal of cases.

Government of India seeks bids to appoint Transaction Advisor and Legal Advisor in strategic
divestment and transfer of management control in IDBI Bank


The government has sought bids to appoint transaction advisor and legal advisor in the strategic divestment
and transfer of management control in IDBI Bank. The appointment of intermediaries would help in taking the
privatisation process of the lender forward as the government aims to close the transaction in this fiscal.



The government currently owns 45.48 per cent equity in IDBI Bank while Life Insurance Corporation has
49.24 per cent stake and remaining 5.29 equity is held by public shareholders.



Industrial Development Bank of India was established in 1964 by an act to provide credit and other
financial facilities for the development of the fledgling Indian industry. It is a development finance institution
and a subsidiary of Life Insurance Corporation. Many national institutes find their roots in IDBI like SIDBI,
India Exim Bank, National Stock Exchange of India and National Securities Depository Limited.

Jamsetji Tata named top among global list of philanthropists of last century


With total donations of $102.4 billion, India‘s Jamsetji Tata has topped the 2021 Edelgive Hurun
philanthropists of the century. The report pegs the current valuation of India‘s pioneer industrialist Jamsetji
Tata‘s donations at $102.4 billion over the past century. He is followed by Bill and Melinda Gates ($74.6
billion), Warren Buffett ($37.4 billion), George Soros ($34.8 billion) and J D Rockefeller ($26.8 billion).



The first-ever list of Edelgive Hurun India Philanthropist of the Century puts Jamsetji Tata ahead of the
likes of Bill and Melinda Gates, Warren Buffet, Henry Hughes and George Soros. The list was released to
rank the world‘s most generous individuals from the last century. The list is a ranking of the world‘s most
generous individuals from the past century and this is the first year of the ranking. Tata started his
endowment journey in the year 1892.

Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata was an Indian pioneer industrialist, who founded the Tata Group, India‘s biggest
conglomerate company. He established the city of Jamshedpur. He founded what would later become the Tata
Group of companies. Jamsetji Tata is regarded as the legendary ―Father of Indian Industry‖. He was so
influential in the world of industry that Jawaharlal Nehru referred to Tata as a One-Man Planning Commission.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Inventions/Discoveries
Tide to make world‘s first ‗space detergent‘


Tide is making the world‘s first space detergent to enable astronauts wash clothes in space. Procter &
Gamble is working on a washing machine too. Due to the lack of means to wash clothes while on mission,
astronauts generally wear their clothes and discard them by packing them in trash that burns up in the
atmosphere aboard discarded cargo ships.



To discourage this practice and to make sure that astronaut can wash and reuse their clothes in space, just like
how they do it on Earth; the detergent company has teamed up with Procter & Gamble Co for this project.
Space station astronauts exercise two hours every day in order to keep in check the withering effects of
weightlessness on muscle and bone.



Astronauts need about a total of 68 kgs of clothes in space per year. Cargo ships are expensive, so NASA is
looking for ways to not use that to ship clothes. Imagine the quantity of clothes that would be required for a threeyear mission to Mars.

Covaxin 77.8% Effective in Phase 3 Trials


Covaxin: On June 19-20, Hyderabad-based biotechnology company Bharat Biotech, that manufactures
Covaxin, submitted phase-III clinical trial data of its vaccine to the Drugs Controller General of India
(DCGI). According to this data, Covaxin has shown 77.8% efficacy was approved by the Subject Expert
Committee (SEC) under DCGI.



COVISHIELD (63.09%): Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) head Dr Balram Bhargava has said
that the immunity after the first dose of Covishield was found to be strong and that the three months gap will
give the best results. The vaccine 19 has an efficacy of 63.09% against symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection.
While the vaccine has shown to work against new variants, more studies are being conducted to ascertain its
efficacy in new variants.



SPUTNIK V (92%): The Russian COVID-19 vaccine Sputnik V, which was to be rolled out at Indraprastha
Apollo and Madhukar Rainbow Children‘s Hospital in Delhi, has been delayed for some days. Sputnik V
uses two different viruses that cause the common cold (adenovirus) in humans. It employs a different vector
for each of the two shots, given 21 days apart. According to Gamaleya and the RDIF, Sputnik V has
demonstrated an efficacy rate of 92 per cent.

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a contagious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The first case was identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. It has since
spread worldwide, leading to an ongoing pandemic. WHO first learned of this new virus on 31 December 2019,
following a report of a cluster of cases of ‗viral pneumonia‘ in Wuhan, People‘s Republic of China. The most
common symptoms of COVID-19 are, Fever, Dry cough and Fatigue. The standard diagnosis method is by realtime reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) from a nasopharyngeal swab. In India, the first
case was reported in Kerala.
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World‘s first genetically modified rubber planted in Guwahati


The world‘s first genetically modified (GM) rubber plant was planted on the outskirts of Guwahati, Assam.
Developed at the Kerala-based Rubber Research Institute of India (RRII), the sapling was planted by Rubber
Board chairman and executive director KN Raghavan at the board‘s farm in Sarutari near Guwahati.



The GM rubber plant, the first of its kind developed exclusively for the northeast, is expected to thrive in the
climatic conditions of the region. The plant, which has additional copies of gene MnSOD (manganese
containing superoxide dismutase) in it, is expected to revolutionise natural rubber production in India.

Centre notifies Karnataka Coastal Zone Management Authority


The Union government has issued a gazette notification constituting the Karnataka Coastal Zone
Management Authority. The 15-member body is meant to protect and improve the quality of the coastal
environment. Its job is preventing, abating and controlling environmental pollution in the Coastal Regulation
Zone in Karnataka.



The Union Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change issued the gazette notification on June 17
under provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. The authority is headed by the Additional
Chief Secretary, State Department of Forest, Ecology and Environment, Bengaluru. The term of the present
members is for three years.

Over 20 countries show interest in adopting India‘s CoWIN Platform to run their own Covid
Vaccination Drives


Over 20 countries from across the world have shown interest in adopting India‘s CoWIN platform to run
their own Covid-19 vaccination drives. Online registration began on 1 March via the Aarogya Setu app and
Co-WIN (―Winning over COVID-19‖) website. RS Sharma, who is the chairperson of en empowered
committee for India‘s Covid19 vaccine delivery tech platform CoWin, said the platform is built to handle up
to 2 crore jabs a day, with the data uploaded real-time even if people walk in to get inoculated without registration
or an appointment.



India began administration of COVID-19 vaccines on 16 January 2021. Two vaccines received approval for
emergency use in India at the onset of the programme; Covishield—a brand of the Oxford–AstraZeneca
vaccine manufactured by the Serum Institute of India, and Covaxin, which was developed by Bharat
Biotech. In April 2021, the Indian government approved the Russian Sputnik V vaccine (which is distributed
locally by Dr. Reddy‘s Laboratories) as a third vaccine, which began use in May 2021.

Rajasthan is first state to have genome lab


The facility for genome sequencing to identify new variants of SARS-CoV-2 has been started at Sawai Man
Singh Government Medical College, making Rajasthan the first State in the country to have such a
provision for complete sequencing at the State level.



Rajasthan has become the first state in the country to start a genome sequencing facility. Meanwhile,
following the detection of Delta+ variant of Covid in three states, the health department had enhanced
surveillance across the state.

Kerala Fisheries Department constitutes committee for safety of fishers


A seven-member committee, headed by P. Sahadevan, former additional director of fisheries, will study and
submit a report on methods to resolve issues pertaining to safety at sea, coastal security and vessel
monitoring systems and illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing



Increasing instances of fishing-related accidents at sea, particularly during the monsoons, and problems
related to coastal security and illegal and unregulated fishing have prompted the State Fisheries Department to
seek viable long-term solutions.



The department has constituted a seven-member committee headed by P. Sahadevan, former additional
director of fisheries, to study and submit a report on methods to resolve issues pertaining to safety at sea,
coastal security and vessel monitoring systems (VMS) and illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing
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ISRO calls private entities to set up new launch sites


Currently, the Satish Dhawan Space Centre at Sriharikota is the country‘s only spaceport operated by the
Indian Space Research Organisation. Another spaceport is under development at Tamil Nadu‘s
Toothukudi.



The policy creates pathways for private companies to also use ISRO‘s launch sites for their missions and for
carrying out re-entry and recovery operations. It also states that any Indian company wishing to set up launch
sites outside the country or carrying out launches from outside the country will need authorisation from
IN-SPACe (Indian National Space Promotion and Authorization Center), an independent body under the
department of space, recently created to oversee the opening up of the space sector.

ISRO is the space agency of India headquartered in the city of Bangalore. ISRO was formed in 1969. ISRO built
India‘s first satellite, Aryabhata, which was launched by the Soviet Union on 19 April 1975. Dr Kailasavadivoo
Sivan is current the chairperson of the ISRO. Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) or Sriharikota
Range (SHAR) is a rocket launch centre operated by ISRO. It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.

World‘s smallest hog released into wild in India by conservationists


A dozen of the world‘s smallest pigs have been released into the wild in northeastern India as part of a
conservation programme to boost the population of a species once thought to have become extinct.



The pygmy hog, which has the scientific name porcula salvania, lives in tall, wet grasslands and was once
found along plains on the Himalayan foothills in India, Nepal and Bhutan. Its population declined in the
1960s, leading to fears it had become extinct until it was rediscovered in India‘s northeastern state of
Assam in 1971.

In a first, Nagpur forest department to use live wire detectors to check poaching


In a maiden move, state forest department patrolling teams will now be equipped with a new device that
detects live electric wires laid in forest areas to poach wild animals.



The WWF-India has handed over 20 such detectors to the wildlife wing. This is for the first time such
innovative and cost-effective devices have been deployed. ―The 20 devices have been produced by a startup
company and will be helpful in buffer zones of tiger reserves where there is a problem of electrocution.‖

India‘s first indigenous aircraft carrier is fast getting ready at the Cochin Shipyard


The INS Vikrant, as the IAC-1 will be known once it is commissioned, now under construction at the
Cochin Shipyard Limited at a cost of around Rs 23,000 crore, successfully completed its basin trials in
November 2020. It is by far the most complex and largest naval warship ever to be built in an Indian shipyard.



India‘s very own, 40,000-tonne class indigenous aircraft carrier-1 (IAC-1) is expected to catapult India‘s
maritime interests, adding raw power and a formidable punch to the Navy‘s combat capabilities, reach and
versatility on the high seas.

New type of ancient human discovered in Israel


Researchers working in Israel have identified a previously unknown type of ancient human that lived
alongside our species more than 100,000 years ago. They believe the remains uncovered near the city of
Ramla represent one of the ―last survivors‖ of a very ancient human group.



The finds consist of a partial skull and jaw from an individual who lived between 140,000 and 120,000 years
ago. The team members think the individual descended from an earlier species that may have spread out of the
region hundreds of thousands of years ago and given rise to Neanderthals in Europe and their equivalents
in Asia.



Dr Hila May of Tel Aviv University said the discovery reshaped the story of human evolution, particularly
our picture of how the Neanderthals emerged. The general picture of Neanderthal evolution had in the past
been linked closely with Europe.
----------------
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SPORTS

Sports Personalities in News
New Zealand beat India by 8 wickets to win 1st-ever World Test Championship


In Cricket, New Zealand beat India by eight wickets to win the first-ever World Test Championship at
Southampton. This final marked end of a two-year journey to determine Test cricket‘s first official world
champions. Meanwhile, Veteran spinner Ravichandran Ashwin has become the leading wicket-taker in the
World Test Championship, surpassing Pat Cummins by taking his 71 st wicket.



Kyle Jamieson won the Man of the match award and Marnus Labuschagne was the leading run scorer.

Govt announces establishment of five Divyangta Khel Kendras in country


Government announced establishment of five Divyangta Khel Kendras in different parts of country. One
such facility will be opened in Ahmedabad.

Jabeur becomes first Arab woman to win WTA title with Birmingham triumph


Ons Jabeur wrote herself deeper into the history books in Birmingham, beating Daria Kasatkina, 7-5, 6-4,
to become the first Arab woman ever to capture a WTA title. Ons Jabeur became the first Arab woman to
win a WTA title when the Tunisian beat Daria Kasatkina of Russia.

Golfer Anirban Lahiri qualifies for Tokyo Olympics


Leading Indian golfer Anirban Lahiri booked his berth to the Tokyo Games as he was placed 60 th in the
final Olympic golf rankings list published. Lahiri, a former Asia No. 1 and two-time winner on the European
Tour, will be representing the country in Olympics for the second time.

India launches its Official Olympic Theme Song ahead of the Games in July-August


India‘s Official Olympic Theme Song was launched ahead of the Summer Games in July-August. Minister
of Youth Affairs and Sports Kiren Rijiju was present on the occasion. Playback Singer Mohit Chauhan has
composed and sung the song titled ‗Lakshya Tera Samne Hai‘. The event was organised by Indian Olympic
Association (IOA) and attended by its President Narinder Batra among others.

Karnam Malleswari appointed Delhi Sports University‘s first Vice Chancellor


The Delhi government appointed former Olympic medalist weightlifter Karnam Malleswari as the first
Vice Chancellor of Sports University. Former weightlifter Malleswari is the first Indian woman to win an
Olympic medal at Sydney in 2000 by lifting 110 kilogram and 130 kilogram in the ‗snatch‘ and ‗clean and
jerk‘ categories. The Delhi Cabinet had in 2019 passed a bill to set up a Delhi Sports University (DSU), which
will offer graduation, post-graduation and doctorate degrees in cricket, football and hockey among other sports.

Sajan Prakash becomes first Indian swimmer to qualify for Tokyo 2020 Olympics


India‘s Sajan Prakash made history in Rome as he became the first swimmer from the country to qualify
for the Tokyo Olympic Games after his outstanding performance in the ongoing Sette Colli Trophy.
-----------------
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MISCELLANEOUS
IIM-Bangalore ranked No. 1 in India, 39th globally


The Post Graduate Programme in Enterprise Management (PGPEM) of the Indian Institute of
Management Bangalore (IIMB) has been ranked the best in India in the latest edition of the Quacquarelli
Symonds (QS) Executive MBA (EMBA) rankings. It got a score of 61.8.



The premier B-school was placed 39th globally and was the only institute from India in the top 100 on the
list. In the Asia-Pacific category, it was placed in the 10th position. The rankings consider the career outcomes,
diversity, employer reputation, executive profile and thought leadership.

‗Sakshama‘, COVID helpline for specially abled rolled out in Bengaluru


Karnataka Deputy Chief Minister and state COVID Task Force head Dr C N Ashwatha Narayana rolled
out Sakshama COVID helpline for specially abled in Bengaluru.



This dedicated COVID helpline 0120 690 4999 can be used by specially abled persons to seek the benefits of
Government welfare programmes. The helpline will be of aid to specially abled people for BPL card or even
for job opportunities. The state Government has earmarked four per cent of budget allocation for the welfare of
the specially abled persons.

MoS for Education, Sanjay Dhotre launches NIOS Diploma course in Yogic Science


On the occasion of International Day of Yoga, Minister of State for Education Sanjay Dhotre launched NIOS
Diploma course in Yogic Science. Mr. Dhotre released the self-instructional material of the course. He said yoga
has resulted in creating many employment opportunities.



The Education Ministry has said that the course in Yogic science will help those who pass out of the course to
become a job provider rather than a job seeker.

Ahmedabad: World Monument Fund holds first virtual workshop towards saving SVP Stadium


As part of preserving Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Stadium in Navrangpura, the World Monument Fund is
drawing a comprehensive conservation management plan with support from Getty Foundation.



The SVP Stadium was put on the World Monument Watch list 2020 by New York-based WMF as an
endangered landmark along with 24 other sites including the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris.

Odisha government lunched Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine on June 30


Odisha government lunched Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV) under the Universal Immunization
Programme on the 30th of this month. It will benefit nearly eight lakh young children in the state annually and
will help reduce the risk of morbidity and mortality due to pneumonia and meningitis.



Earlier, the state government had sponsored vaccination centres in private hospitals for 18 to 44 years age
group by providing them with a share of the state- procured vaccines. Meanwhile, about 282000 beneficiaries
have been vaccinated against covid-19 in about 1400 session sites across the state.

Rajnath Singh reviews progress of infrastructure development under project Seabird


Defence Minister Rajnath Singh accompanied by the Chief of Naval Staff- Admiral Karambir Singh has
visited the Karwar Naval Base to review the progress of ongoing infrastructure development under project
Seabird. The Minister undertook an aerial survey of the Project area and sites prior to arriving at INS
Kadamba helipad.



Defence Minister received on-site briefings at the shiplift Tower and assessed marine works and other
infrastructure projects at the Naval harbour as part of the phase IIA of Project Seabird.



Project Seabird involves construction of a naval base over an area of 11,169 acres. Phase I comprised
construction of a deep-sea harbour, breakwaters dredging, a township, a naval hospital, a dockyard uplift
centre and a ship lift. It was completed in 2005.
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Phase-II of Project Seabird was cleared by the Cabinet Committee on Security in 2012. It envisages
expanding facilities to house additional warships and set up a new Naval Air Station, among other plans.



INS Kadamba is currently the third-largest Indian naval base, and is expected to become the largest naval
base in the eastern hemisphere after completion of expansion Phase II.



The Navy‘s lone aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya is based at Karwar. The base also has the country‘s first
sealift facility, a unique ―shiplift‖ and transfer system for docking and undocking ships and submarines.

Tamil Nadu to set up five-member Economic Advisory Council


In a bid to revive the State‘s economy, post-pandemic, and turnaround its precarious fiscal position, the
Tamil Nadu government has set up an Economic Advisory Council to the Chief Minister, comprising ‗who
is who‘ in the fields of macro and developmental economics.



The Economic Advisory Council includes world-renowned economists including Nobel Prize-winning US
economist Esther Duflo, former Reserve Bank Governor Raghuram Rajan, former Chief Economic Adviser
to the Central Government Arvind Subramaniam, Professor Jean Dries of the Delhi School of Economics, and
former Finance Secretary to the Union Government S. Narayan will be there.

UNESCO says, Great Barrier Reef should be put on list of World Heritage Sites


The Great Barrier Reef should be put on a list of World Heritage Sites that are in danger due to damage
caused by climate change, says UNESCO.



The UN‘s cultural body says the world‘s biggest coral reef system should be downgraded to the list at a
meeting next month. It has urged Australia to take accelerated action on global warming. But, the Australian
government said it would strongly oppose the recommendation.



The latest row is part of an ongoing dispute between Unesco and the Australian government over the status of the
iconic site. The reef, stretching for 2,300 km off Australia‘s north-east coast, gained World Heritage
ranking in 1981 for its enormous scientific and intrinsic importance.
-----------------
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PERSONS IN NEWS
Man with roots in Kot Kalan becomes Australia‘s first Indian Judge


Barrister Pardeep Singh Tiwana has become the first Indian to be appointed as a judge of the County
Court of Victoria (Australia).



Earlier, Jalandhar‘s Palbinder Kaur Shergill had become the first Sikh turbaned baptised woman to be
appointed as a Supreme Court Judge of Canada in 2017.

Labour and Employment Secretary, Apurva Chandra completes his tenure as Chair of ILO‘s
Governing Body


Labour and Employment Secretary, Apurva Chandra, completed his tenure as Chair of Governing Body of
International Labour Organization after holding the position for the period October 2020 to June 2021.



He has handed over the responsibility of the Chair to Ambassador Anna Jardfelt, Permanent Representative
of Sweden to the United Nations Office in Geneva. Ministry of Labour and Employment in a statement said that
India has assumed the Chairmanship of the Governing Body of International Labour Organization after a
gap of 35 years.

Sajid Javid named UK health secretary after Matt Hancock quits over controversy


Sajid Javid, who has previously served two terms in the UK cabinet – first as the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and later as the home secretary – walked back into the office of state this time as the health
minister. He now holds the prime responsibility of taking on the reigns of the country‘s medical infrastructure
amid what is arguably the toughest of recent medical crises – the Covid-19 pandemic.

Sanjay Dhotre represented India in G20 Education Ministers‘ meet


Minister of State for Education, Sanjay Dhotre represented India in the G20 Education Ministers meet. He
also attended the joint meeting of G20 Ministers for Education and Labour and Employment the same day.
The two meetings are being held in a blended mode under the Chairmanship of Italy.

Rapper Raftaar is the first Indian artiste to accept cryptocurrency as performance fees


Rapper Raftaar has become the first Indian artiste to accept cryptocurrency instead of actual currency as
performance fee.



Meanwhile, cryptocurrency and blockchain technology has already won the approval of global artists like 50
Cent, Mariah Carey, G-Eazy, Sia, Fall Out Boy, the Backstreet Boys and Lana Del Rey among others.
-----------------
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AWARDS
KK Shailaja awarded prestigious CEU Open Society Prize for 2021




The Central European University (CEU) Open Society Prize for 2021 has been awarded to KK Shailaja, the
former Health Minister of Kerala. The award was presented to her in recognition of ―her determined
leadership and community-based public health work, saving lives during the pandemic‖. She demonstrates to
the world that determined leadership, community-based public health and effective communication can save lives.
The CEU‘ Open Society Prize is awarded annually to an individual or organisation ―whose achievements
have contributed substantially to the creation of an open society‖.

Environmental Organisation ‗Familial Forestry‘ wins prestigious UN Award




The 2021 Land for Life Award has been won by Familial Forestry of Rajasthan, a unique concept that relates
a tree with a family, making it a green ―family member.‖ The UN Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD) organises the Land for Life Award every two years to recognize excellence and innovation in
efforts towards land in balance.
The theme for the 2021 Award is ―Healthy Land, Healthy Lives‖. The Land for Life Award was launched at
the UNCCD COP (Conference of Parties) 10 in 2011. and is considered as the world‘s highest reward regarding
land conservation and restoration.

RK Sabharwal gets highest civilian award of Mongolia



Engineers India Limited (EIL) Chairman & Managing Director (CMD), RK Sabharwal has been honoured
with the highest civilian award of Mongolia ‗The Order of Polar Star by his excellency.
The President of Mongolia recognises the outstanding contribution made by him towards the establishment
of the first-ever oil refinery in Mongolia. On behalf of the government of Mongolia, this award was presented
by His Excellency, the Ambassador of Mongolia to India, Gonching Ganbold, at a ceremony organised at the
Embassy of Mongolia.

2021 Land for Life Award winner: Familial Forestry


This year‘s Land for Life Award goes to Familial Forestry of Rajasthan, India, a unique concept of Shyam
Sunder Jyani, Associate Professor for Sociology at in Rajasthan that relates a tree with a family, making it a
green ―family member.‖



Placing a family at the cornerstone of society, the concept ensures the success of any social campaign. Familial
Forestry means transferring the care of tree and environment in the family so that a tree becomes a part of
the family‘s consciousness.



More than a million families from more than 15,000 villages of desert-prone northwest Rajasthan in over
2.5 million saplings have been planted in the past 15 years, with active participation of students and desert
dwellers.

RS Sodhi conferred with Asia Pacific Productivity Champion award


The Managing Director of Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (Amul), R.S. Sodhi, was
conferred with the regional award as Asia Pacific Productivity Champion from Asian Productivity
Organization (APO), Tokyo, Japan in recognition of enhanced productivity and efficient milk supply chain. He
is the first Indian to have received the prestigious award, in the last 20 years.

------------------
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Crocodile Day


World Crocodile Day is celebrated on 17th June. The day is a global awareness campaign to highlight the plight
of endangered crocodiles and alligators around the world.

June 21 is observed as International Yoga Day


The UN proclaimed June 21 as International Day of Yoga by passing a resolution on December 11, 2014
during the 69th session of the General Assembly.



UN theme for yoga-2021: ―Yoga for well-being‖. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has also asked its
member states to practice Yoga and has included it in its Global Action Plan for physical activity 2018-30.

International Widows‘ Day 23 June


The United Nations observes 23 June as International Widows Day since 2011, to draw attention to the voices
and experiences of widows and to galvanize the unique support that they need. Now more than ever, this day is an
opportunity for action towards achieving full rights and recognition for widows.



The theme for this year‘s International Widow Day is ―Invisible Women, Invisible Problems‖.

International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking 26 June


The General Assembly decided to observe 26 June as the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking as an expression of its determination to strengthen action and cooperation to achieve the goal of an
international society free of drug abuse. This year, the theme is ‗Share Facts On Drugs, Save Lives‘.

Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day, 27 June


The General Assembly declared 27 June Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day, to raise public
awareness of their contribution to sustainable development and the global economy.



In 2021, the theme is ―MSME 2021: key to an inclusive and sustainable recovery.‖ That is why the UN will
be hosting a series of events to explore how MSMEs – the backbone of our economies – can be equipped to
ensure an equitable and sustainable post-COVID-19 recovery.

International Day of the Tropics 29 June


The inaugural State of the Tropics Report was launched on 29 June 2014, as the culmination of collaboration
between twelve leading tropical research institutions. The report offers a unique perspective on this increasingly
important region. Marking the anniversary of the report‘s launch the United Nations General Assembly
adopted resolution which declared that 29 June of each year is to be observed as the International Day of
the Tropics.



International Day of the Tropics theme this year, as per the ‗State of the Tropics Report 2021‘ is The Digital
Divide in the Tropics.
-----------------
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QUESTIONS
1.

Which of the following states has recently announced a special scheme named as ―Aashirbad‖ to provide financial
support to the orphans, who have lost either their parents, or either of the earning parents or the single parent?
(a) Uttar Pradesh
(b) West Bengal
(c) Odisha
(d) Chhattisgarh

2.

In a bid to strengthen online mode of education amid the Covid-19 pandemic, which of the following state
governments launched e-Pathshala and e-Mulyankana systems for students of Class I to X in the State?
(a) Jharkhand
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Odisha
(d) Bihar

3.

A nationwide _______ awareness campaign was launched to create awareness on Corona vaccination in rural and
remote areas of the country.
(a) ―Jaan Hai To Jahaan Hai‖
(b) ―Jaan Hai To Sansaar Hai‖
(c) ―Be Alert Avoid Corona‖
(d) ―Corona is life taking create positivity‖

4.

Recently, Government announced establishment of _______ Divyangta Khel Kendras in different parts of country.
(a) Three
(b) Five
(c) Seven
(d) Ten

5.

Recently, Ebrahim Raisi won the presidential election of _______.
(a) Tunisia
(b) Iraq
(c) Iran

(d) Somalia

World Crocodile Day is celebrated on _______.
(a) 12th June
(b) 14th June

(d) 19th June

6.

(c) 17th June

7.

Which is the only PSU to consistently feature in India‘s Top 50 Best Workplaces in ‗Great Place to Work‘ India
ranking?
(a) BHEL
(b) GAIL
(c) NTPC
(d) OIL

8.

The first Indian artiste to accept cryptocurrency instead of actual currency as performance fee is
(a) Yo Yo Honey Singh (b) Raftaar
(c) Badshah
(d) Kumar Shanu

9.

The 2021 Land for Life Award goes to Familial Forestry of _______.
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Gujarat
(c) Maharashtra

(d) Rajasthan

10.

The Minister of State for Education, Sanjay Dhotre will represent India in the G20 Education Ministers meet. The
meeting is being held in a blended mode under the Chairmanship of _______.
(a) Germany
(b) Italy
(c) USA
(d) Canada

11.

Which of the following states has emerged as a topper in the Life on Land category of the 2020 edition of the Niti
Aayog‘s Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) India Index?
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Kerala
(c) Arunachal Pradesh (d) Andhra Pradesh

12.

Recently, Markets regulator Sebi has reconstituted its Takeover Panel, which looks into the applications seeking
exemption from the mandatory open offer that an acquirer needs to make to minority shareholders. Who is head of
this panel?
(a) N Venkatram
(b) Dibakar Sarkar
(c) Aniket Shetty
(d) N K Sodhi

13.

Recently, ‗Sakshama‘, COVID helpline for specially abled rolled out in:
(a) Bihar
(b) Maharashtra
(c) Karnataka

14.

(d) Madhya Pradesh

According to the World Investment Report 2021 by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),
India is _______ largest recipient of inflows in the world.
(a) First
(b) Second
(c) Fifth
(d) Seventh
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15.

Who is the first Swedish Prime Minister to be ousted by a no-confidence motion put forward by the opposition
recently?
(a) Stefan Lofven
(b) Alter Tom Luth
(c) Alexander Patra
(d) Thomas Kuttacl

16.

Who among the following became the first Arab woman to win a WTA title?
(a) Ons Jabeur
(b) Kuter Grest
(c) Daria Kasatkina
(d) Gregor Kutre

17.

Recently, Nikol Pashinyan and his Civil Contract Party won a parliamentary election in:
(a) Bulgaria
(b) Armenia
(c) Mongolia
(d) Iceland

18.

Which of the following South American countries assembly to draft a new constitution which will hold its first
session on July 4?
(a) Peru
(b) Argentina
(c) Chile
(d) Brazil

19.

The world observed the 7th International Day of Yoga. The main theme for this year is:
(a) Yoga at Home and Yoga with Family
(b) Yoga for Wellness
(c) Yoga Day is Yoga health
(d) Climate Action

20.

Recently, Tamil Nadu to Set Up Five-Member Economic Advisory Council. Who among the following is not
member of this council?
(a) Raghuram Rajan
(b) Amartya Sen
(c) Esther Duflo
(d) Arvind Subramaniam

21.

Which of the following union territories has mooted a proposal to shift its legal jurisdiction from the Kerala High
Court to the Karnataka High Court?
(a) Puducherry
(b) Chandigarh
(c) Lakshadweep
(d) Andaman and Nicobar Islands

22.

What is the name of the India‘s online platform which runs Covid-19 vaccination drives?
(a) Co-WIN
(b) Co-JAB
(c) Co-Cure
(d) Co-Prevention

23.

India has ranked _______ out of 180 countries in the 2020 Environmental Performance Index (EPI), according to
researchers at Yale and Columbia universities.
(a) 148th
(b) 158th
(c) 168th
(d) 178th

24.

Indian Naval Ships Kochi and Teg along with P8I and MiG 29K aircraft were participated in a Passage Exercise
with _______ Navy Carrier Strike Group Ronald Reagan during its transit through Indian Ocean Region.
(a) Japan
(b) Indonesia
(c) UK
(d) US

25.

Dr S Jaishankar is the current union minister of _______.
(a) External Affairs
(b) Home
(c) Defence

(d) Finance

26.

India and _______ have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for cooperation in the field of agriculture
and allied sectors.
(a) Brazil
(b) Chile
(c) France
(d) Fiji

27.

Bharat Biotech Pvt Ltd is headquartered in:
(a) Faridabad
(b) Kolkata

28.

29.

(c) Hyderabad

Anirban Lahiri is associated with which of the following sports?
(a) Tennis
(b) Golf
(c) Hockey

(d) Chennai

(d) Badminton

The Great Barrier Reef should be put on a list of World Heritage Sites that are in danger due to damage caused by
climate change, says UNESCO. The Great Barrier Reef is located in:
(a) Australia
(b) China
(c) USA
(d) Brazil
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30.

International Day of Yoga is observed every year on:
(a) June 20
(b) June 21
(c) June 22

(d) June 23

31.

India‘s first e-highway _______ is likely to be completed by mid-2022.
(a) Delhi-Jaipur highway (b) Shimla-Leh highway
(c) Lucknow- Varanasi highway
(d) Jammu-Chandigarh highway

32.

Recently, The world‘s first genetically modified (GM) rubber plant was planted on the outskirts of _______.
(a) Dimapur, Nagaland (b) Guwahati, Assam
(c) Gangtok, Sikkim
(d) Shillong, Meghalaya

33.

The world‘s first exclusive green rating system is formulated for the upcoming 508.17 km long _______ bullet
train corridor - the country‘s first high speed rail project.
(a) Mumbai-Ahemdabad (b) Mumbai-Chandigarh
(c) New Delhi-Varanasi
(d) Lucknow- Bhopal

34.

Which of the following companies is making the world‘s first space detergent to enable astronauts wash clothes in
space?
(a) Ariel
(b) Tide
(c) Surf Excel
(d) Wheel

35.

Recently, On the occasion of International Day of Yoga, Minister of State for Education Sanjay Dhotre launched
NIOS Diploma course in _______.
(a) Yogic Science
(b) Tribal Science
(c) Cultural Science
(d) Marathon Science

36.

Which of the following cricket teams won the first-ever World Test Championship at Southampton?
(a) India
(b) England
(c) New Zealand
(d) Australia

37.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has interacted with participants of Toycathon-2021 via video conferencing.
Which of the following union ministries is not involved in launch of Toycathon-2021?
(a) Women and Child Development Ministry
(b) Information and Broadcasting Ministry
(c) Finance Ministry
(d) Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Ministry

38.

Who has been recently appointed as the first Vice Chancellor of Sports University by the Delhi government?
(a) Deepa Malik
(b) Anju Bobby George (c) Sania Mirza
(d) Karnam Malleswari

39.

Recently, the world observed 21 June as _______.
(a) International Literacy Day
(b) International Day of Yoga
(c) International Day of Tolerance
(d) International Day of Health

40.

Since 2011 United Nations observes International Widows Day on:
(a) 15th June
(b) 19th June
(c) 23rd June

(d) 27th June

India‘s first maritime arbitration centre is coming up in _______.
(a) Gandhinagar
(b) Bhubaneswar
(c) Ludhiana

(d) Panaji

41.

42.

Recently, International Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA) has constituted a committee to examine
global best practices in ship financing and leasing. The committee will be chaired by _______.
(a) Vandana Aggarwal (b) Deepika Luthra
(c) Aditi Mahajan
(d) Jyotika Jha

43.

Which of the following companies is investing in India‘s first world-scale carbon fibre plant for supporting
hydrogen and solar ecosystems?
(a) Tata Motors
(b) Reliance Industries (c) BHEL
(d) SAIL
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44.

Who has recently become the first Indian to be appointed as a judge of the County Court of Victoria (Australia)?
(a) Barrister Pardeep Singh Tiwana
(b) Barrister Sandeep Singh Narwal
(c) Barrister Mahendra Singh Bajwa
(d) Barrister Mahesh Singh Jakaria

45.

Recently, Alstom‘s Coradia iLint, the world‘s first hydrogen fuel cell passenger train, has made its debut on the
Railway Research Institute‘s test track in _______.
(a) Scotland
(b) Poland
(c) Ireland
(d) Switzerland

46.

Which of the following has become the first state in the country to start a genome sequencing facility?
(a) Assam
(b) Rajasthan
(c) Gujarat
(d) Uttar Pradesh

47.

Recently, China operationalised its first fully electrified bullet train in _______.
(a) Pakistan
(b) Afghanistan
(c) Russia
(d) Tibet

48.

Recently, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh visited the Karwar Naval Base to review the progress of ongoing
infrastructure development under _______.
(a) Project Seabird
(b) Project Safari
(c) Project Icelander
(d) Project Class

49.

The General Assembly decided to observe _______ as the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking.
(a) 23 June
(b) 25 June
(c) 26 June
(d) 28 June

50.

Which of the following state governments launched Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV) under the Universal
Immunization Programme?
(a) Assam
(b) Maharashtra
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Odisha

51.

Which of the following states is the first rabies-free state in the country?
(a) Goa
(b) Sikkim
(c) Punjab

(d) Haryana

52.

In the recent released India Smart Cities Awards Contest (ISAC) 2020, which of the following states is the top
performer among all Indian states in rankings given by the Centre‘s Smart Cities Mission project?
(a) Assam
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Uttar Pradesh
(d) Haryana

53.

Recently, Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad launched the e-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
(ITAT), _______.
(a) ‗itat e-dwar‘
(b) ‗mitat e-diwar‘
(c) ‗itat e-once‘
(d) ‗itat m-vishwas‘

54.

Who is the first foreigner on the Reliance Industries Limited‘s board?
(a) Bill Gates
(b) Yasir Al-Rumayyan (c) Rashid Al Makhtoum (d) Mark Zuckerberg

55.

Recently, Online pharmacy startup PharmEasy is acquiring a majority stake in diagnostics chain Thyrocare
Technologies. PharmEasy parent API Holdings signed a definitive agreement to acquire _______ stake in
Thyrocare.
(a) 32.6%
(b) 41.7%
(c) 54.3%
(d) 66.1%

56.

Which of the following completed his tenure as Chair of Governing Body of International Labour Organization
after holding the position for the period October 2020 to June 2021?
(a) Farhan Quereshi
(b) Atul Vishwas
(c) Apurva Chandra
(d) Nitesh Bharadwaj

57.

Recently, Union Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar released LiDAR-based reports mapping out the water
requirement within forest areas in _______ states.
(a) 5
(b) 7
(c) 10
(d) 14
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58.

International Day of the Tropics is observed on:
(a) 29th May
(b) 1st June

(c) 19th June

(d) 29th June

59.

Name the Indian who made history in Rome as he became the first swimmer from the country to qualify for the
Tokyo Olympic Games.
(a) Sajan Prakash
(b) Mithilesh Kushwaha (c) Virat Kapoor
(d) Ishan Dudeja

60.

The Satish Dhawan Space Centre is the country‘s only spaceport operated by the Indian Space Research
Organisation. Satish Dhawan Space Centre is located in:
(a) Maharashtra
(b) Karnataka
(c) Andhra Pradesh
(d) Tamil Nadu

61.

India‘s first indigenous aircraft carrier is fast getting ready at the _______.
(a) Mazagon Dock
(b) Cochin Shipyard
(c) Goa Shipyard

(d) Hindustan Shipyard

Who has been named as new UK health secretary in June 2021?
(a) Sajid Javid
(b) Mahesh Jain
(c) Matt Hancock

(d) Thomas Edward

62.

63.

The Indian Naval Ship which is deployed for naval exercises in Africa, Europe in June 2021 is
(a) Indian Naval Ship Vibhor
(b) Indian Naval Ship Siddhant
(c) Indian Naval Ship Tabar
(d) Indian Naval Ship Virupaksha

64.

In the latest edition of the Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) Executive MBA (EMBA) rankings, which of the following
IIM‘s has been ranked the best in India?
(a) Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (IIMB)
(b) Indian Institute of Management Lucknow (IIML)
(c) Indian Institute of Management Indore (IIMI)
(d) Indian Institute of Management Ahmadabad (IIMA)

65.

In a maiden move, which of the following forest department patrolling teams will now be equipped with a new
device that detects live electric wires laid in forest areas to poach wild animals?
(a) Vadodara forest department
(b) Alwar forest department
(c) Nagpur forest department
(d) Gurugram forest department

66.

With total donations of $102.4 billion, who among the following topped the 2021 Edelgive Hurun philanthropists
of the century?
(a) Warrren Buffett
(b) Bill Gates
(c) Jamsetji Tata
(d) Mark Zuckerberg

67.

The Indian government currently owns nearly _______ per cent equity in IDBI Bank.
(a) 45%
(b) 49%
(c) 51%
(d) 60%

68.

Name the first woman minister in the last 4 decades in Puducherry who took oath recently.
(a) Palani Chandraprabha (b) Chandira Priyanga
(c) Sugulaxmi Durga
(d) Mahanayika Laxmi.

69.

Name the head of seven-member committee who will study and submit a report on methods to resolve issues
pertaining to safety at sea, coastal security and vessel monitoring systems and illegal, unreported and unregulated
fishing.
(a) Manoj Kumar
(b) P. Sahadevan
(c) D. Muthusami
(d) G. K. Luthra

70.

The UN General Assembly declared _______ as Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day.
(a) 21st June
(b) 24th June
(c) 27th June
(d) 30th June
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ANSWER KEY AND EXPLANATION
1. c

Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik announced a special scheme to provide financial support to the orphans. The
scheme named as ―Aashirbad‖, is meant to offer financial support to the orphan children, who have lost either their
parents, or either of the earning parents or the single parent.

2. c

In a bid to strengthen online mode of education amid the Covid-19 pandemic, the Odisha government launched ePathshala and e-Mulyankana systems for students of Class I to X in the State.

3. a

A nationwide ―Jaan Hai To Jahaan Hai‖ awareness campaign was launched to create awareness on Corona
vaccination in rural and remote areas of the country.

4. b

Government announced establishment of five Divyangta Khel Kendras in different parts of country.

5. c

Ebrahim Raisi, a hardline judge under US sanctions for human rights abuses, secured a landslide victory in Iran‘s
presidential election.

6. c

World Crocodile Day is celebrated on 17th June. The day is a global awareness campaign to highlight the plight of
endangered crocodiles and alligators around the world.

7. c

―NTPC is the only PSU to consistently feature in India‘s Top 50 Best Workplaces.

8. b

Rapper Raftaar has become the first Indian artiste to accept cryptocurrency instead of actual currency as
performance fee.

9. d

This year‘s Land for Life Award goes to Familial Forestry of Rajasthan, India, a unique concept of Shyam Sunder
Jyani, Associate Professor for Sociology at in Rajasthan that relates a tree with a family, making it a green ―family
member.‖

10. b The two meetings are being held in a blended mode under the Chairmanship of Italy.
11. c Arunachal Pradesh tops the list with a composite score of 93 per cent, followed by Madhya Pradesh 84 per cent,
Odisha 83 per cent, and Telangana 81 per cent.
12. d The panel, chaired by N K Sodhi, the former chief justice of the high court‘s of Karnataka and Kerala, makes its
recommendations to Sebi on such applications after which the regulator gives an opportunity to concerned parties
before passing an order.
13. c Karnataka Deputy Chief Minister and state COVID Task Force head Dr C N Ashwatha Narayana rolled out
Sakshama COVID helpline for specially abled in Bengaluru.
14. c India received $64 billion in Foreign Direct Investment in 2020, the fifth-largest recipient of inflows in the world.
15. a Sweden‘s parliament ousted Prime Minister Stefan Lofven in a no-confidence vote giving the Social Democrat
leader a week to resign and hand the speaker the job of finding a new government, or call a snap election.
16. a Ons Jabeur became the first Arab woman to win a WTA title when the Tunisian beat Daria Kasatkina of Russia.
17. b Armenia‘s acting Prime Minister, Nikol Pashinyan, and his Civil Contract Party won a parliamentary election with
53.92 per cent votes.
18. c Chilean President Sebastian Pinera has said the assembly to draft a new constitution will hold its first session on
July 4, as the South American country moves towards replacing its current conservative, dictatorship-era charter.
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19. b The world observed the 7th International Day of Yoga. The main theme for this year is - Yoga for Wellness, which
is aligned to the current pre-occupations.
20. b Tamil Nadu to Set Up Five-Member Economic Advisory Council. The Economic Advisory Council includes
world-renowned economists including Nobel Prize-winning US economist Esther Duflo, former Reserve Bank
Governor Raghuram Rajan, former Chief Economic Adviser to the Central Government Arvind Subramaniam,
Professor Jean Dries of the Delhi School of Economics, and former Finance Secretary to the Union Government S.
Narayan will be there.
21. c The Lakshadweep administration, which has been facing widespread protests from the islands‘ people over some of
its policies, has mooted a proposal to shift its legal jurisdiction from the Kerala High Court to the Karnataka High
Court, officials said.
22. a Over 20 countries from across the world have shown interest in adopting India‘s CoWIN platform to run their own
Covid-19 vaccination drives. Online registration began on 1 March via the Aarogya Setu app and Co-WIN
(―Winning over COVID-19‖) website.
23. c India has ranked 168th out of 180 countries in the 2020 Environmental Performance Index (EPI), according to
researchers at Yale and Columbia universities, who say Indias decarbonization agenda needs to accelerate, and the
country faces a number of serious environmental health risks, including poor air quality.
24. d Indian Naval Ships Kochi and Teg along with P8I and MiG 29K aircraft were participated in a Passage Exercise
with US Navy Carrier Strike Group Ronald Reagan during its transit through Indian Ocean Region. The Indian
Naval warships along with aircraft from Indian Navy and Indian Air Force will be engaged in joint multi-domain
operations with the Carrier Strike Group.
25. a External Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar said it is crucial for international community to press for permanent and
comprehensive ceasefire in Afghanistan to ensure immediate reduction in violence and protection of civilians.
26. d India and Fiji have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for cooperation in the field of agriculture and
allied sectors. It was signed by Union Minister for Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar and
Fiji‘s Minister of Agriculture, Waterways & Environment Dr. Mahendra Reddy in a virtual meeting.
27. c On June 19-20, Hyderabad-based biotechnology company Bharat Biotech, that manufactures Covaxin, submitted
phase-III clinical trial data of its vaccine to the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI). According to this data,
Covaxin has shown 77.8% efficacy was approved by the Subject Expert Committee (SEC) under DCGI.
28. b Leading Indian golfer Anirban Lahiri booked his berth to the Tokyo Games as he was placed 60th in the final
Olympic golf rankings list published.
29. a The Great Barrier Reef should be put on a list of World Heritage Sites that are in danger due to damage caused by
climate change, says UNESCO. The UN‘s cultural body says the world‘s biggest coral reef system should be
downgraded to the list at a meeting next month. The reef, stretching for 2,300 km off Australia‘s north-east coast,
gained World Heritage ranking in 1981 for its enormous scientific and intrinsic importance.
30. b The UN proclaimed June 21 as International Day of Yoga by passing a resolution on December 11, 2014 during the
69th session of the General Assembly. UN theme for yoga-2021: ―Yoga for well-being‖.
31. a The first stretch where the government is considering rolling out the project is the 200 km-long Delhi-Jaipur
highway on the Delhi-Mumbai Expressway, where 20 per cent of the roads will be electrified.
32. b The world‘s first genetically modified (GM) rubber plant was planted on the outskirts of Guwahati, Assam.
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33. a The world‘s first exclusive green rating system is formulated for the upcoming 508.17 km long MumbaiAhemdabad bullet train corridor - the country‘s first high speed rail project.
34. b Tide is making the world‘s first space detergent to enable astronauts wash clothes in space. P&G is working on a
washing machine too.
35. a On the occasion of International Day of Yoga, Minister of State for Education Sanjay Dhotre launched NIOS
Diploma course in Yogic Science.
36. c In Cricket, New Zealand beat India by eight wickets to win the first-ever World Test Championship at
Southampton.
37. c Prime Minister Narendra Modi will interact with participants of Toycathon-2021 via video conferencing.
Toycathon 2021 was jointly launched by the Ministry of Education, Women and Child Development Ministry,
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Ministry, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Textile
Ministry, Information and Broadcasting Ministry and all India Council for Technical Education (AICTE).
38. d The Delhi government appointed former Olympic medalist weightlifter Karnam Malleswari as the first Vice
Chancellor of Sports University.
39. b The world observed the 7th International Day of Yoga. The main theme for this year is - Yoga for Wellness, which
is aligned to the current pre-occupations.
40. c The United Nations observes 23 June as International Widows Day since 2011, to draw attention to the voices and
experiences of widows and to galvanize the unique support that they need.
41. a India‘s first maritime arbitration centre is coming up in Gandhinagar.
42. a The committee will be chaired by former Senior Economic Advisor, Vandana Aggarwal.
43. b Reliance Industries is investing in India‘s first world-scale carbon fibre plant for supporting hydrogen and solar
ecosystems.
44. a Barrister Pardeep Singh Tiwana has become the first Indian to be appointed as a judge of the County Court of
Victoria (Australia).
45. b Alstom‘s Coradia iLint, the world‘s first hydrogen fuel cell passenger train, has made its debut on the Railway
Research Institute‘s test track in Żmigród, near Wrocław in Poland.
46. b Rajasthan has become the first state in the country to start a genome sequencing facility.
47. d China operationalised its first fully electrified bullet train in the remote Himalayan region of Tibet, connecting the
provincial capital Lhasa with Nyingchi, a strategically located Tibetan border town close to Arunachal Pradesh.
48. a Defence Minister Rajnath Singh accompanied by the Chief of Naval Staff- Admiral Karambir Singh has visited the
Karwar Naval Base to review the progress of ongoing infrastructure development under project Seabird.
49. c The General Assembly decided to observe 26 June as the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking as an expression of its determination to strengthen action and cooperation to achieve the goal of an
international society free of drug abuse.
50. d Odisha government will launch Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV) under the Universal Immunization
Programme on the 30th of this month.
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51. a Goa has not reported a single rabies case in the last three years, making Goa the first rabies-free state in the
country.
52. c Uttar Pradesh is the top performer among all Indian states in rankings given by the Centre‘s Smart Cities Mission
project, followed by Madhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, the Union government said releasing the results of the India
Smart Cities Awards Contest (ISAC) 2020.
53. a Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad launched the e-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT), ‗itat edwar‘.
54. b Reliance Industries (RIL) will appoint Yasir Al-Rumayyan, chairman of Saudi Aramco and governor of the
Kingdom‘s wealth fund, to its board as an independent director. He will be the first foreigner on the company‘s
board.
55. d Online pharmacy startup PharmEasy is acquiring a majority stake in diagnostics chain Thyrocare Technologies as it
looks to diversify and bolster its testing business. PharmEasy parent API Holdings signed a definitive agreement to
acquire a 66.1% stake in Thyrocare
56. c Labour and Employment Secretary, Apurva Chandra, completed his tenure as Chair of Governing Body of
International Labour Organization after holding the position for the period October 2020 to June 2021.
57. c Union Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar released LiDAR-based reports mapping out the water requirement
within forest areas in 10 states.
58. d The United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution which declared that 29 June of each year is to be
observed as the International Day of the Tropics.
59. a India‘s Sajan Prakash made history in Rome as he became the first swimmer from the country to qualify for the
Tokyo Olympic Games after his outstanding performance in the ongoing Sette Colli Trophy.
60. c Satish Dhawan Space Centre or Sriharikota Range is a rocket launch centre operated by Indian Space Research
Organisation. It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.
61. b India‘s first indigenous aircraft carrier is fast getting ready at the Cochin Shipyard
62. a Sajid Javid named UK health secretary after Matt Hancock quits over controversy.
63. c Indian Naval Ship Tabar commenced her prolonged deployment on June 13.It will visit a number of ports in Africa
and Europe till the end of September.It will also participate in a number of joint exercises with friendly navies.
64. a The Post Graduate Programme in Enterprise Management (PGPEM) of the Indian Institute of Management
Bangalore (IIMB) has been ranked the best in India in the latest edition of the Quacquarelli Symonds (QS)
Executive MBA (EMBA) rankings. It got a score of 61.8.
65. c In a maiden move, state forest department patrolling teams will now be equipped with a new device that detects live
electric wires laid in forest areas to poach wild animals. Nagpur forest department to use live wire detectors to
check poaching.
66. c With total donations of $102.4 billion, India‘s Jamsetji Tata has topped the 2021 Edelgive Hurun philanthropists of
the century.
67. a The government currently owns 45.48 per cent equity in IDBI Bank while Life Insurance Corporation has 49.24 per
cent stake and remaining 5.29 equity is held by public shareholders.
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68. b Puducherry got its first woman minister in the last 4 decades with Chandira Priyanga sworn-in.
69. b A seven-member committee, headed by P. Sahadevan, former additional director of fisheries, will study and submit
a report on methods to resolve issues pertaining to safety at sea, coastal security and vessel monitoring systems and
illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing
70. c The General Assembly declared 27 June Micro-, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Day, to raise public
awareness of their contribution to sustainable development and the global economy.
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